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countrymen” to keep their silver at home. It was of no use.  Silver was smuggled out of the country. On May 
6, 1933 Time wrote,  

“Last week silver standard China had a taste of the same (editor: the US had experienced a similar demand 
for gold before it was confiscated), though silver instead of gold was the metal wanted. Ever since the U. S. 
began to boost the price of silver, China has had deflation.” 
Mexico did not experience deflation to the extent China did but very quickly her coinage was worth more than 
its face value. This affected demand and reduced the money supply. Mexico begged the US, to no avail, for 
more time to create paper money in smaller denominations.   As the Roosevelt Administration began to see the 
error of its ways and the impact on currency stability and economic growth they relented and did not raise the 
price of silver for the third time even though silver was trading well below the legal value in the U.S. of $1.29 
per ounce.  Time notes, 
 
“Secretary Morgenthau had to reconsider his immediate plans for reintroducing silver to the world.” 
 

By November 1935 China adopted a fiat paper currency as the rest of the world had depreciated their 
currencies.   And so it went.  Damage?  Milton Freidman suggests that Roosevelt’s actions forced removal of 
China from its much beloved and effective silver monetary standard. Silver had been effective monetary 
solution for China during the global Depression in 1929 and 1930.  This, in turn, meant the Chiang Kai-shek 
had to print fiat money to fight the Communists after the WWII.  Inflation and poverty ensued which must 
have had a great deal to do with the victory of the Communists in the final analysis. Here is how China’s fiat 
money supply ballooned.  

When war with Japan (versus China) broke out in 1937, the total quantity of money in circulation (currency 
and demand deposits) was 3.6 billion Yuan. By December 1941, when the United States entered the war, the 
Chinese money supply had increased to 22.8 billion Yuan. For the remainder of the war years the figures 
were: 1942, 50.8 billion; 1943, 100.2 billion; 1944, 275 billion; and 1945, 1,506.6 billion.  

In June 1937, 3.41 Yuan traded for one U.S. dollar. By December 1941, on the black market 18.93 Yuan 
exchanged for a dollar. At the end of 1945, the Yuan had fallen to 1,222 to the dollar. And by May 1949, one 
dollar traded for 23,280,000 Yuan. 

Ultimately China was forced to introduce a new Yuan at 3,000,000 old to 1 new Yuan. 
 
Germans love gold and Chinese love silver for these reasons. Chinese citizens are now buying gold and silver. 
As are Germans buying gold.  Are we now in the U.S. about to experience a deflationary then inflationary 
scenario?  No one knows for sure. But there is clearly instability in the world’s forex system.  Gold and silver 
are soaring and have escaped the clutches of the Central bankers. Today China has pegged her Yuan to the 
U.S. dollar.  She is now allowing an agonizingly slow appreciation.  Perhaps she remembers the Roosevelt 
silver purchase program of1933 and the failure of the re-monetization of the U.S. currency along with a 
torturous deflation and fiat currency hyperinflation that destroyed China’s silver wealth so carefully 
accumulated in China from 1650 through the 1920s. 
 
2. SILVER IN ROME 
Another silver case in point – this one from antiquity.  Yes, currency debasement through inflation is so much 
more common that you might think. In the US today Washington would love to escape deflationary clutches 
through debasement. We all know that in antiquity silver was the currency of choice. The ancient Greeks 
defeated the Persians through the discovery of a very rich silver vein at the Laurion mine complex in Attica in 
about 5th century BC. This was accomplished through the creation of a navy with the silver and it also 
allowed for the establishment of a democracy in the city state of Athens.  

More on that later.   Later in Rome the situation was similar to elsewhere particularly as the population of 
Rome grew to be about 1 million at its height.   Tainter, in his book on social collapse, argues very 
persuasively that complex systems “succumb to diminishing returns.”  Wright (A Short History of 
Progress) notes the  
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“costs of defending an empire eventually grow so burdensome that it becomes more efficient to throw off 
the entire superstructure.  By the time of Constantine the Imperial Army was more than half a million men 
an enormous drain on … treasury.” (Sound Familiar?) 
In Rome the government’s solution was to debase the currency used for payrolls. (Sound familiar?)  Inflation 
of Weimar and Chinese proportions ensued in Rome.  A measure of Egyptian wheat that had sold for half  a 
Denarius cost 100,000 Denarii by AD 338.  Wright notes, 
  
“ By the beginning of the fourth century it took it took 4,000 silver coins to buy one gold solidus; by the end 
of the century it took 180 million  …  citizens worn down by inflation began to defect.”   
 
Can it happen here?  Of course it can.  Please take note, you can do something about it. 
 
 
 
The material herein is for informational purposes only and is not intended to and does not 
constitute the rendering of investment advice or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities. 
The foregoing discussion contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (The Act).  In particular when used in the 
preceding discussion the words “plan,” confident that, believe, scheduled, expect, or intend 
to, and similar conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements 
subject to the safe harbor created by the ACT.  Such statements are subject to certain risks 
and uncertainties and actual results could differ materially from those expressed in any of 
the forward looking statements.  Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to 
future events and financial performance of the company which are inherently uncertain and 
actual events and / or results may differ materially.  In addition Dr. Berry may review 
investments that are not registered in the U.S.  He owns shares and in Goldcorp, Salares 
Lithium, Senesco Technologies, Horseshoe Gold, Derek Oil and Gas, Terraco Gold, 
Neuralstem, Piedmont Mining, MegaWest Energy,  CGX Energy, Sandspring Resources and 
Quaterra Resources.  Dr. Berry is a paid advisor to Revett Minerals. We cannot attest to 
nor certify the correctness of any information in this note. Please consult your financial 
advisor and perform your own due diligence before considering any companies mentioned 
in this informational bulletin.  
 
 


